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Abstract 
 

Telecare Medical Information System (TMIS) helps the patients to gain the health 
monitoring information at home and access medical services over the mobile Internet.  In 2015, 
Das et al proposed a secure and robust user AKA scheme for hierarchical multi-medical server 
environment in TMIS, referred to as DAKA protocol, and claimed that their protocol is against 
all possible attacks. In this paper, we first analyze and show DAKA protocol is vulnerable to 
internal attacks, impersonation attacks and stolen smart card attack. Furthermore, DAKA 
protocol also cannot provide confidentiality. We then propose a lightweight pseudonym AKA 
protocol for multi-medical server architecture in TMIS (short for PAKA). Our PAKA protocol 
not only keeps good security features declared by DAKA protocol, but also truly provides 
patient's anonymity by using pseudonym to protect sensitive information from illegal 
interception. Besides, our PAKA protocol can realize authentication and key agreement with 
energy-saving, extremely low computation cost, communication cost and fewer storage 
resources in smart card, medical servers and physical servers. What's more, the PAKA 
protocol is proved secure against known possible attacks by using Burrows-Abadi-Needham 
(BAN) logic. As a result, these features make PAKA protocol is very suitable for 
computation-limited mobile device. 
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1. Introduction 

Telecare Medical Information System (TMIS) builds a convenient connection between 
patients and doctors and helps the patients to gain the health monitoring information at home 
and access medical services over the mobile Internet. With the increasing dependence on the 
Internet, however, the single-medical server cannot meet people's basic needs. The research [1] 
found that one user averagely logins into 25 different servers in each month. The traditional 
authentication protocol is in a single medical server environment where each patient has to 
repetitively register in the different servers and remember numerous different usernames and 
passwords for different medical servers. It is especially inconvenient and inefficient for the 
patients in TMIS. In the real TMIS, many patients may use the same username and password 
to access different medical servers simply for convenience, this easily increases the risk of 
disclosure of patient's usernames and passwords. Once the patient's usernames and passwords 
are leaked out and occasionally got by an attacker, the attacker may use the compromised 
username and password to login to other medical servers the patient has registered. Thus, if 
there is a system where a user can login to several medical servers to access different medical 
services only by one username and a password, it is convenient for the patients. Luckily, 
multi-medical server system can realize the above hypothesis and solve the problem of 
repeated registration which is inherent in single-medical server scenarios of TMIS. Meanwhile, 
TMIS can provide various resources to the patient like health educators, physicians, 
care-givers, public health organizations and home-care service. TMIS can get a mass of user 
data from different servers, which increases the leakage likelihood of user privacy. Obviously, 
patients' privacy protection is an urgent demanding in medical environment. The protocols 
designed for TMIS should take users' privacy-protection into account. At same time, most 
patients are mobile phone users. So computation-limited and energy-limited problems are also 
inevitable. Therefore, it is very important and urgent to design patients' securely and 
efficiently remote authentication protocols in multi-medical server environment for TMIS. 

  1.1 Related Work  

       Due to the widespread applications of Internet multi-medical servers and the great convenien 
-ce of remote medical services, how to securely access the remote medical servers and get the 
corresponding service has received considerable attention. In recent years, many remote AKA 
protocols are successively proposed in Telecare Medical Information System (TMIS) [2-9]. 
Wu et al [2] proposed a novel authentication protocol for TMIS. However, He et al [3] shows 
that Wu et al’s protocol [2] cannot resist insider attacks and impersonation attacks. In 2012, 
Wei et al. [4] showed that both of protocols in [2] and [3] failed to meet multi-factor 
authentication and further proposed an improved protocol at same time. Thereafter, Zhu et al 
[5] described Wei et al’s protocol [4] is vulnerable to off-line password guessing attack. Then, 
Lee-Liu [6] demonstrated that the new protocol in [5] cannot withstand parallel session attack 
and presented an improved one. In 2013, Tan et al. [7] proposed an efficient biometrics-based 
authentication scheme for TMIS, which was claimed to resist many kinds of attacks. However, 
Yan et al. [8] declared that the protocol in [7] is vulnerable to Dos attack. In order to eliminate 
the drawbacks in [7], a new scheme [8] proposed for better security protection and 
performance. Unfortunately, Mishra et al. [9] shows that Yan et al’s scheme [8] suffers from 
password guessing attack and they also proposed a securely enhanced protocol. However, all 
schemes above are suitable for single-medical server environment. They cannot meet the 
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various requirements of people and the rapid development of multi-medical servers. In last 
few years, a large number of user authentication protocols for multi-server system have been 
proposed [10-14]. Thought the protocols in [10-14] have some advantages (such as 
strong-anonymity), these authentication protocols need heavy calculations because of the 
public encryption/signature algorithms or other time-consuming computation (such as bilinear 
pairing). Therefore, these protocols are not suitable for the energy-limited mobile devices. 
Consider a huge number of mobile terminal users have limit computation and energy 
(battery-powered), they frequently login in the remote medical servers according to their needs. 
The lightweight remote AKA protocols are urgently required. Because hashing operations and 
XOR operations require very little computations and energy, the lightweight remote AKA 
protocols only by using hashing operations and XOR operations are significant. In other words, 
the efficient and energy-saving AKA protocols keep pace with the development of the mobile 
Internet. Amin et al. [15] first proposed a novel AKA protocol for accessing remote 
multi-medical server in TMIS, which was claimed to resist many kinds of attacks. However, 
Das et al. proposed a new protocol (abbreviated DAKA) [16] and showed Amin et al’s scheme 
[15] is vulnerable to internal attack, replay attack and the man-in-middle attack. The DAKA 
protocol further proposed an improved protocol in order to overcome the flaws in Amin et al’s 
protocol, and claimed that their protocol is against all possible attacks. Unfortunately, after 
careful analysis, we found the DAKA [16] protocol still suffers from internal attack, 
impersonation attack and stolen smart card attack. Furthermore, it also cannot provide 
confidentiality. In order to fix the flaws, a lightweight pseudonym authentication and key 
agreement (PAKA, for short) protocol for multi-medical server architecture in TMIS is 
proposed in this paper. 

1.2  Our Contributions 

In our PAKA, the patient iU can remotely log in the physical server jkPS  who is under the jurisdiction 

of the medical server
jMS . iU and jMS  need to register at the registration center MRS  in advance. 

And in AKA progress, jMS authenticates iU , and sends iU ’s login request to jkPS . After verifying 

the validity of jMS ’s message, jkPS  directly sends message to iU . Hereafter, iU  and jkPS  not only 
realize mutual authentication but also establish a session key. Compared with [16], the PAKA protocol 
not only needs lower computational consumption and communication consumption, but also can 
provide the following security features. 
•  First, the PAKA protocol can provide user’s anonymity to protect patient’s privacy by 
randomized pseudonym. The medical server and physical server only verify that the 
authenticated patient is a legal patient, but do not know his true identity. Hence, our PAKA 
protocol is practical in the privacy enhanced scenarios. 
•  Second, the PAKA protocol can realize authentication and key agreement among the 
mobile terminal patients, different remote medical servers and physical servers only by using 
hashing and XOR operations, both of which require little computation and energy cost, storage 
overhead for mobile terminals patients. A patient can login in several different medical servers 
to obtain different medical services by using only one single username and a password without 
repeated registration problem. The whole protocol still adopts the classic three handshakes of 
‘request-challenge-response’ and does not increase interaction numbers and communication 
overload. Compared with other exiting protocols in TMIS (showed in Table 2), the PAKA 
protocol is more lightweight and efficient. Hence, it is very suitable for computation-limited 
mobile devices. 
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•  Third, the PAKA protocol can provide three-factor authentication including the smart card 
(something the user has), password (something the user knows) and biometric key (something 
the user is). Because biometric key is difficult to lose, forget, copy, share, guess or break, it is 
believed to be a reliable authentication factor [17], [18]. In our PAKA protocol, the smart card 
is used to authenticate the cardholder. Only the entered identity, password and biometric key 
all are correct, then the smart card can be activated and interact with the remote medical 
servers to help patient with authentication. The biometric key is obtained by a fuzzy extractor 
which can output the same random string when the input is close to the original biometric 
information. It make our protocol is more robust and fault-tolerant. 
•  Fourth, by using the BAN logic, the PAKA protocol is proved secure against possible 
known attacks and satisfies the secure requirements of AKA protocols for multi-medical 
server architecture. Hence, the PAKA is practical in complex network environment. 
     The rest of paper is organized as follows. Some mathematical preliminaries about fuzzy 
biometrics extractor is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 briefly reviews the DAKA protocol 
and Section 4 analyses its weaknesses. The PAKA protocol is presented in Section 5. Detailed 
security analysis and proof are given in Section 6. The comparisons of the performance and 
security features between PAKA protocol with other related schemes are discussed in Section 
7. Section 8 concludes this paper. 
 

2. Preliminaries 
Here, we briefly introduce the mathematical preliminaries about biometrics and fuzzy 
extractor [10], [11], [19]. The fuzzy extractor is a tuple ),,( tlM  consisted by two procedures: 
the probabilistic generation procedure )(Gen  and the deterministic reproduction 
procedure )(Rep . 

•   Gen  is a probabilistic generation procedure, which on input biometric data MBi ∈ , 
outputs an extracted string l

i }1,0{∈σ ,and an auxiliary string l
i }1,0{∈τ , where || il σ= , 

)(),( iii BGen=τσ . 

 •  Rep is a deterministic reproduction procedure that allows to recover iσ  from the 
corresponding auxiliary string iτ ,and any vector '

iB  close to iB , where ),( '
iii BRep τσ = , for 

all iB , '
iB  satisfying tBBdis ii ≤),( '  ( t  is the tolerance threshold). 

     The uniqueness of individual biological information makes it suitable for authentication 
protocols. Compared with poor password, biometric key has more advantages [20],[21]. Thus, 

the probability to guess the biometric data iσ  by an attacker is approximately 
l2

1
 [11]. 

 

3. Review of the DAKA Protocol 

      The DAKA protocol is composed of Registration, Login, Authentication, Password and 
Biometric Update and Dynamic Medical Server Addition [16], which is shown in Fig. 1. 
To simplify the subsequent description, some notations are given in Table 1. At the beginning, 
the medical registration server MRS  selects his private key rX , where lX r =|| and a 
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cryptographically secure one-way hash function . Medical server 
sets up the secret session key  with each physician server  respectively, 

where . The DAKA protocol is briefly reviewed as follows. 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture for accessing multi medical servers in TMIS 

 

3.1 Registration phase 

1) Medical Server Registration Phase: If a medical server  wants to provide the 
medical services to the remote patients, he/she needs to register in  firstly. 
Rs1   chooses his/her . Then, ; 

Rs2   Upon receiving the registration message , computes . Then,   

         ; 
Rs3   After receiving the message ,  keeps  secretly. 
2) User Registration Phase: A patient needs to register in MRS with the following steps if 
he wants to get remote  medical services: 
Ru1   chooses his/her ,   and a random number , gets personal biometric data   
        , and computes biometric key  by , .  
         Then,  
Ru2   On receiving the registration message from Ui, MRS computes ,           

, where , where   is reserved space to increase  
the number of servers in the future. Stores  in smart card, 

where  is the error -tolerance threshold of fuzzy extractor. Then,  Smart card; 
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Ru3   iU computes iiii RIDhe ⊕= )||( σ , )||||( iiii RPWIDhf σ= . Finally  },,,{{ jjS PAID
j

 

}),(),(),(,,, thRepGenfe iii ⋅⋅⋅τ are stored in Ui's smart card 
 

Table 1.  Notations 

 
  

3.2  Login phase 

L1  iU  inserts his/her smart card into the card reader, and inputs his/her iID , iPW  , '
iB ; 

        L2 The smart card computes ),( '
iii BRep τσ = ,  )||( iiii IDheR σ⊕= , )||||( iiii PWRIDhRPW = , 

and checks )||||(? iiii RPWIDhf σ= . If it does not match, the session is terminated. 
Otherwise; 

        L3 The smart card generates a random number cR , the current time-stamp cTS , and computes 

ij RPWAM ⊕=1  )||( ji XIDh= , )||(2 jjSij XIDhRPWPM =⊕= , 23 MIDM i ⊕= ,  

ci RMIDM ⊕⊕= 14 , )||||||||( 4315 cc TSRMMMhM = . Then, :ji MSU →  msg1= 
},,,,,{ 543 cjkjS TSMMMIDID ; 

 

3.3  Authentication phase 

         V1 Upon receiving msg1, jMS  reads the current time-stamp ∗
cTS , and  checks 

TTSTS cc ∆≤−∗ || . If the verification fails, the request is rejected. Otherwise, 

jMS computes 26 )||( MXIDhM jjS == , 37 MM = iIDM =⊕ 6 , )||( 78 jXMhM = , 

cRMMMM =⊕⊕= 8749 , and checks 3810 ||( MMhM = )|||||| 94 cTSMM 5? M= .If 
it does not hold, jMS  terminates it. Otherwise, 

Symbol Description 
iU  the i th patient(user) who can access medical services from the physician servers with the 

help of jMS  
MRS  medical registration server which is responsible for providing registration to new 

users/patients as well as mjMS j ,......,,, 21= . 
jMS  the j th medical server 
jkPS  k th physician server in 

jMS  

jSi IDID ,,

 
identity of iU , jMS jkPS  

rX  master secret key hold by MRS  
jkX  secret session key between 

jMS  and 
jkPS  

jz  master secret key hold by jMS  
)(⋅h  a cryptographically secure one way hash function 
||,⊕  bitwise XOR operation and concatenation operation 

→  a public communication channel 
⇒  a secure communication channel 
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V2    jMS  generates a random number sR ,  reads times-tamp sTS , and computes M11= 
         )||||( jkjkS XIDIDh

j
, 1112 MIDM i ⊕= , sjki RXIDhM ⊕= )||(13 , sci RRIDM ⊕⊕=14 ,    

       ||||||( 121115 MMIDhM i= )|||||||| 1413 ssc TSRRMM . Then, :jkj PSMS →  msg2=   
         },,,,,,{ 15141312 sjkjS TSMMMMIDID ; 

V3   Upon receiving msg2, jkPS  checks the validity of  sTS , by TTSTS ss ∆≤−∗ || ,  where 
∗
sTS  is the current time-stamp of jkPS , if it does not hold, jkPS rejects the session. 

Otherwise, jkPS  computes  jSIDhM (16 = )|||| jkjk XID ,  iIDMMM =⊕= 161217 , 

sjk RXMhMM =⊕= )||( 171318 ,  ⊕⊕= 171419 MMM cRM =18 , and check 

1819141312161720 ||||||||||||( MMMMMMMhM =  15?)|| MTSs = . If it does not hold, 
jkPS  rejects the session. Otherwise, 

V4 jkPS  generates a random number Rk, reads timestamp TSk and computes )||( 1721 jkXMhM = , 
        kci RRIDM ⊕⊕=22 , kRMM ⊕= 123 , )||||||||||( 1 kkcjkiijk TSMRRIDIDhSK = , ijkSKhM (24 =   
          )|||||||||| 2322 kkc TSRRMM . Then, :ijk UPS → msg3= },,,,{ 242322 kjk TSMMMID ; 

         V5   Upon receiving msg3, iU  checks the validity of kTS , by TTSTS kk ∆≤−∗ || ,  where 
∗
kTS  is the current time-stamp of iU , if it does not hold, iU  rejects the session, 

Otherwise, iU computes  iIDMM ⊕= 2225 kc RR =⊕ , )||(252326 jki XIDhMMM =⊕= , 

kcjkiijk RRIDIDhSK ||||||(= )|||| 1 kTSM , and checks 232227 ||||( MMSKhM ijk=  

251 ?)|||||||| MTSMRR kkc = . If it is not equal, the session is terminated. Otherwise, 

jkPS is authenticated by iU . At last, iU  and jkPS  share the session 
key =ijkSK )||||||||||( 1 kkcjki TSMRRIDIDh . 

 

   3.4  Password and Biometric Update Phase and Dynamic Medical Server  
         Addition Phase 

       Due to both of above phases have nothing with security analysis of the DAKA protocol, 
we will not repeat them here. For more details, please refer to [16]. 
 

4. Cryptanalysis of DAKA Protocol 
In this section, we will show that the DAKA protocol is vulnerable to internal attack, impers 
-onation attack and stolen smart card attack. Moreover, DAKA protocol also cannot 
provide confidentiality. The details are as follows. First, we have to consider the adversary 
model of password and smart card based authentication protocols [22-24]. 

 •The adversary A  can eavesdrop, intercept, delete, and modify all messages of the common 
communication channel; 
 • A  can obtain the secret information ,,,},,,{{ iiijjS fePAID

j
τ  }),(),(),( thRepGen ⋅⋅⋅  

)1( 'mmj +≤≤ in the smart card by using side-channel attacks [25-27]. 
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4.1   Internal attacks 

Assume that adversary A  is a malicious patient with identity mID . Once he logged in the 
medical server jMS , and obtained the msg2= },,,,,,{ 15141312

m
s

mmmm
jkjS TSMMMMIDID  on 

public channel at same time. Then he calculates m
m MIDM 1211 ⊕= , which is static between 

jMS  and jkPS . When a legitimate patient iU  logins the medical system, A  can 

get )1}(),(),(),(,,,},,,{{ 'mmjthRepGenfePAID iiijjS j
+≤≤⋅⋅⋅τ ,msg1= },,,,,,{ 543 cjkS TSMMMIDID

j
 

msg2= },,,,,,{ 15141312 sjkjS TSMMMMIDID , msg3= },,,,{ 242322 kjk TSMMMID ; Next, 

A  does the calculations as follows: jj PAMM ⊕=⊕ 21 , cRMMMM ⊕⊕=⊕ 2143 , =cR  

jj PAMM ⊕⊕⊕ 43  (Here, A  can obtains cR ), 1211 MMIDi ⊕= , cis RIDMR ⊕⊕= 14 , 

sjki RMXIDh ⊕= 13)||( , ⊕= 22MRk ci RID ⊕ . Then, A can compute the session key 
)||(||||||||( jkikcjkiijk XIDhRRIDIDhSK = )|| kTS  shared with iU  and jkPS . Hence, the 

DAKA protocol suffers from internal attacks. 
 

4.2   Impersonation attacks 

Above, we know that A can obtain cRM ,11 . Then, A  can initiate impersonation attacks. 
Impersonation Medical server jMS : 
• A  intercepts msg2. Then, A  computes 1211 MMIDi ⊕= , cis RIDMR ⊕⊕= 14 , )||( jki XIDh   
     sRM ⊕= 13 . Next, A  forges authentication information. A  chooses a random number AR ,    

and computes ⊕= )||(13 jki XIDhM AR , A
A RRIDM ci ⊕⊕=14 , ||||||( 121115 MMIDhM i=A  

)|||||||| 1413 sc TSRRMM A
AA . Then, A jkPS→ : },,,,,,{ 15141312 sjkjS TSMMMMIDID AAA ;  

• On receiving the message from A , jkPS  computes jSIDhM (16 = )X||ID|| jkjk , 

=⊕= 161217 MMM iID , A
AA RXMhMM jk =⊕= )||( 171318 , c

AAA RMMMM =⊕⊕= 18171419 , 

      and checks  161720 ||( MMhM =A AAAA
151819141312 ?)|||||||||||| MTSMMMMM s = . It is    

      easy to see that AA
1520 MM = , A  is verified by the jkPS . 

Impersonation Physical server jkPS : 

•  A  intercepts msg2. A  generates a random number AR ,and computes A
A RRIDM ci ⊕⊕=22  , 

A
A RXIDhM jki ⊕= )||(23 , ||||||||( AA RRIDIDhSK cjkii = )||)||( kjki TSXIDh , AA

A 2224 ||( MSKhM i=  

)|||||||| 23 kTSRRM Ac
A .  Then, A iU→ : ,,,{

2322

AA MMID
jk

},24 kTSM A ; 

•  iU  computes A
AA RRIDMM ci =⊕⊕= 2225 , )||(252326 jki XIDhMMM =⊕= AA , =

Ai
SK  

   ||||||||(
A

RRIDIDh cjki )||1 kTSM , and checks AAA

A

A
A 25232227 ?)||||||||||( MTSRRMMSKhM kci == .  

   It is easy to see  that AA
2527 MM = , A  is verified by iU . 

  Hence, the DAKA protocol is vulnerable to impersonation attacks. 
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4.3  Stolen smart card attack 
An efficient biometric based multi-server medical system must not allow an adversary A  to 
misuse a user’s stolen smart card to compute the session keys without knowing the user’s 
biometric and password. In this attack, we show the DAKA protocol cannot resist the stolen 
smart card such that A can achieve server’s secret key and previously established session key. 
A  has obtained the secret information }),(),(),(,,,},,,{{ thRepGenfePAID iiijjS j

⋅⋅⋅τ  

)1( 'mmj +≤≤ in the smart card. A   gets the previously transmitted message: msg1, msg2 
and msg3. From above, we know A  can obtain }),||(,,,,{ kjkikcjki TSXIDhRRIDID . Then, A  
computes )||)||(||||||||( kjkikcjkiijk TSXIDhRRIDIDhSK = . Thus,  it is clear that A  can 
achieve all established session keys by using the stolen smart card. 
 

4.4  Lack of confidentiality 
According to previous analysis, we know that the session key of iU  and jkPS  is easily 
obtained by A . A  can also achieve all the confidential data that are transferred between the 

iU  and jkPS using the established session key. Therefore, the DAKA protocol cannot ensure 
confidentiality. 

5. Our Proposed Improved Protocol 
To overcome the afored-discussed security flaws of the DAKA protocol, a lightweight 
pseudonym biometrics-based protocol (PAKA) is proposed. Our PAKA protocol is made up 
of six basic phases: Registration phase, Login phase, Authentication phase, Password and 
Biometric change phase and Smart card upgrade phase. The detailed steps of these phases 
are described as follows. The Registration phase, Login phase and Authentication phase 
are further illustrates in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4 respectively. 
 

5.1.  Registration phase 

1) Medical Server Registration Phase: If jMS  wants to be a legal medical server in the 
system. It needs to register in MRS  firstly. The following steps show the detailed interactive 
process between jMS and MRS , which is also shown in Fig. 2. 
Rs1    jMS  chooses his/her jSID . Then, :MRSMS j ⇒  jSID  

Rs2    Upon receiving the registration message from jMS  , MRS  chooses a random value 

jβ , computes )||||( jrjSj XIDhX β= . Then, :jMSMRS ⇒  jX  ; 

Rs3    After receiving the message jX from MRS , jMS  calculates jjj zXBMS ⊕= , jz  is 
the secret key of jMS . 
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)( jj zMS )( rXMRS

jSID )||||( jrjSj XIDhX β=
jβchoose  rondom value

jX
jjj zXBMS ⊕=

jSID

 
Fig. 2. Medical Server Registration Phase 

 

2) User Registration Phase: When a patient iU  wants to access medical services in the 
system, he/she should register in MRS  firstly. The following steps run between iU  and 
MRS  as shown in Fig. 3. 
Ru1   iU chooses his/her ii PWID , , a random number iR , gets personal biometric data iB ,  
          and computes biometric key iσ  by  )(),( iii BGen=τσ , )||||( iiii PWRIDhRPW = .  
         Then, ;,: iii RPWIDMRSU ⇒  
Ru2   Upon receiving the registration message from iU , MRS  chooses a random value  iα , 
        computes ,,, ijii CAX ijij ED ,  as Fig. 3, and stores  )}(,,,{ ⋅>< hEIDA ijjSi in smart 
card,   
     where mj ,......,2,1= .  Here, m  is the number of server. Then, :iUMRS ⇒  Smart card; 
Ru3  iU  computes ii fe ,  as Fig. 3, and adds },,{ iii fe τ  to the smart card. Finally, 

,,,,,{ iiijSi feEIDA
j

><  

         )}(, ⋅hiτ are stored in iU ’s smart card. 

iU )( rXMRS
iii BPWID ,,

ii RPWID , )||||( irii XIDhX α=
iαChoose  a rondom value

)(),( iii BGen=τσ

Input

iii RPWXA ⊕=
)||||( ijSiij XIDIDhC =

)||( jijij XChD =

ijiiij DRPWIDhE ⊕= )||(
→⋅>< )}(,,{ hEIDA ijjSi Smart card

Smart card

)||||( iiii RPWIDhf σ=
→},,{ iii fe τ Smart card

Choose  a rondom value iR

iiii RIDhe ⊕= )||( σ

)||||( iiii PWRIDhRPW =

 
Fig. 3. Patient Registration Phase 

5.2.  Login phase 

When iU wants to login to jMS to get medical services, the following operations will be 
   performed as shown in Fig. 4: 
L1   iU   inserts his/her smart card into the card reader, inputs his/her iID ,  iPW  and his/her  

biometric data '
iB  read by special equipment; 
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     L2 The smart card computes biometric key iii RPWR ,,σ  as Fig.4, and checks 
)||||(? iiii RPWIDhf σ= . If it does not match, the smart card terminates the session. 

Otherwise, the smart card generates a random value cR and computes 

21,,,, MMDCX ijiji  as Fig. 4. 

L3    :ji MSU →  msg1= };,,,,{ 21 MMCIDID ijjkS j
 

6.3.  Authentication phase 

Upon receiving the login request msg1, jMS  performs the following operations: 
V1    jMS  computes cijj RDX ,,  as Fig. 4. Then jMS  checks the pair ),( cij RC  according to ijC  

iU ),( jkjj XzMS )( jkjk XPS

',, iii BPWID

jkjS IDID ,

iiii eIDhR ⊕= )||( σ
),(Re ' iii Bp τσ =

)||||(? iiii RPWIDhf σ=

Choose  a rondom value cR
iii RPWAX ⊕=

)||||( ijSiij XIDIDhC =

ijiiij ERPWIDhD ⊕= )||(

cijjS RDIDhM ⊕= )||(1

)||||(2 cijij RDChM =

jjj zBMSX ⊕=
)||( jijij XChD =

)||(1 ijjSc DIDhMR ⊕=
)||||(?2 cijij RDChM =Check

Choose  a rondom value sR
sjkjkjS RXIDIDhM ⊕= )||||(3

cjkms RXRhM ⊕= )||(4

kR

)||||( iiii PWRIDhRPW =

21,, MMCij ),( cij RCCheck  if is  in the database.

)||()||||(5 scjkijij RRhIDDChM ⊕=

cjkijij RIDDChhM ||)||||((6 =
ijjkjS CIDID ,,

6543 ,,, MMMM

)||||(3 jkjkjSs XIDIDhMR ⊕=
)||(4 jksc XRhMR ⊕=

)||()||||( 5 scjkijij RRhMIDDCh ⊕=
Check

Check  if ),( sij RC is  in the database.

Choose  a rondom value kR
kjkijij RIDDChM ⊕= )||||(7

ijijkcjkijijk DChRRIDChSK ||(||||||||(=

)||||)||||(||(8 kcjkijijijk RRIDDChSKhM =

87 ,, MMID jk

)||||(7 jkijijk IDDChMR ⊕=

))||||(||||||||( jkijijkcjkijijk IDDChRRIDChSK =

)||||)||||(||(?8 kcjkijijijk RRIDDChSKhM =

cjkijij RIDDChhM ||)||||((?6 =

is  in the database.

)|||||||| jkjSjks XIDIDR

)|||||||| jkjSjks XIDIDR

))|| jkID

Fig. 4. Authentication phase 
 

and ijChM (?2 = )|||| cij RD . If that above equality does not hold, the login request is rejected. 
Otherwise; 

V2    jMS  replaces the old
cR  with cR , stores the pair ),( cij RC  in database (Here, in order to 

protect the reply and man-in-the-middle attack in our protocol, jMS  stores the pair 
( ),( cij RC in database. Meanwhile, the pair ),( cij RC  will be changed according to 
user’s login.), chooses a random value Rs, and computes 6543 ,,, MMMM  as Fig. 4. 
Then, :jkj PSMS →  msg2= ,,,,{ 3MCIDID ijjkS j },, 654 MMM ; 

V3    Upon receiving msg2, jkPS  computes )||||(,, jkijijcs IDDChRR  as Fig. 4. Then , 
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jkPS checks 
        the pair ),( sij RC  (Here, the reason is same to jMS ), and  )||||||||||(? 56 jkSjksc XIDIDRRMhM

j
= . 

       If the above verification fails, the login request will be rejected. Otherwise; 
V4    jkPS  generates a random value kR  and computes 87 ,, MSKM ijk as Fig. 4. Then,      

         :ijk UPS → msg3= },,{ 87 MMIDjk  ; 

V5    On receiving msg3, iU  computes ijkk SKR ,  as Fig.4, and checks )||||(||(?8 jkijijijk IDDChSKhM =  

)|||| kc RR . If it does not hold, the session is terminated.Otherwise, ijkSK  is valid. 

      Meanwhile, iU and jkPS realize mutual authentication. 

6.4. Password and Biometric Update Phase 

It is invoked whenever iU wants to change the old ii BPW , to the new
i

new
i BPW ,  ; without the 

help of MRS : 
C1    iU  inserts his/her smart card into card reader and enters iID , iPW , '

iB ;   
C2    The smart card computes ),( '

iii BRep τσ = , iiii eIDhR ⊕= )||( σ , ),||||( iiii PWRIDhRPW =   
         and   checks )||||(? iiii RPWIDhf σ= . If it does not match, the session is terminated 
        Or else, iU  computes )(),( new

i
mew
i

new
i BGen=τσ , ),||||( new

iii
new

i PWRIDhRPW =   
      new

iii
new
i RPWRPWAA ⊕⊕= , )||()||( new

iiijii
new
ij RPWIDhERPWIDhE ⊕⊕= , 

       KIDhe new
ii

new
i ⊕= )||( σ , )||||( new

i
new

ii
new

i RPWIDhf σ= ,  and updates },,,,{ iijiii EfeA τ with 
      },,,,{ new

i
new
ij

new
i

new
i

new
i EfeA τ  in smart card. 

6.5. Smart card upgrade phase 

Suppose that MRS  adds some the new servers such as mMS  in the system and iU wants to get 
some medical services from them. At this time, he/she needs to upgrade his/her smart card. 

R1    iU chooses his/her iID , iPW , a random value iR , gets personal biometric iB  and 
        computes biometric key iσ by )(),( iii BGen=τσ , )||||( iiii PWRIDhRPW = . Then,  
       ;,: iii RPWIDMRSU ⇒  
R2    Upon receiving the registration message from iU , MRS  computes )||( rii XIDhX = ,    
        ⊕= ii XA iRPW , )||||( imSiim XIDIDhC = , )||( imimim XChD = , imiiim DRPWIDhE ⊕= )||( ,  
       and stores },{ >< immS EID in smart  card, where mj ,......,2,1= . Here, m  is the number 
      of server. Then, :iUMRS ⇒  Smart card; 
R3    iU computes iiii RIDhe ⊕= )||( σ , )||||( iiii RPWIDhf σ= . Finally },{ >< immS EID  are  
        added in iU ’s smart card. 
 

6. Security Analysis and Proof of PAKA Protocol 
In this section, we will analyze the security of the PAKA protocol under the same adversary 
model mentioned in Section 4. 
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7.1. Security analysis 
1) Patient anonymity: The PAKA protocol adopts an anonymous blind identity 

)||||( ijSiij XIDIDhC =  instead of the static identity iID  in the public communication channel. By 
using a collision resistant hash function, onewayness property ensures malicious adversary A  
cannot extract the iU ’s iID  from the eavesdropped ijC . Further, in the PAKA protocol, 
service provider jMS  and jkPS  cannot know iU ’s real identity either. In this way, PAKA 
protocol provides patient anonymity, which can prevent the privacy leakage of patient 
identity. 
2) Perfect forward secrecy: In our PAKA protocol, ||||||||( kcjkijijk RRIDChSK =  ))||||( jkijij IDDCh  is 

the session key shared between iU  and jkPS , wherein cR  and kR  are random values chosen 
by iU  and jkPS  respectively, which are different in each session run. ijkSK  is hash value 
which cannot disclose any information. Therefore, A  cannot infer any valuable information 
from the forward and backward session keys even if he gets the current session key. 
3) Impersonation attack: If A  can obtain the information )}(,,,,,,{ ⋅>< hfeEIDA iiiijjSi τ  

stored in the smart card and the information msg1= },,,,{ 21 MMCIDID ijjkS j
,msg2= 

},,,,,,{ 6543 MMMMCIDID ijjkS j
,msg3= },,{ 87 MMIDjk ;in public channel. A  (other medical 

servers, physician servers and malicious-legitimate patients) cannot get the secret information 
ijD  only shared between iU  and jMS . So A  cannot figure out the valid authentication 

message )||||(2 cijij RDChM =  and  )||||)||||(||(8 kcjkijijijk RRIDDChSKhM =  to pass the 
authentication. So the PAKA protocol can resist the impersonation attack. 
4) Internal attacks: Assume that A   is a malicious-legitimate patient, A  uses his own smart 
card and information in public channel. He obtains nothing about other patients’ secret 
information ijD . And he also cannot get the secret information )||||( jkjkjS XIDIDh . So he 

cannot succeed in forging authentication information )||||(2 cijij RDChM =   and  

)||||)||||(||(8 kcjkijijijk RRIDDChSKhM =   to pass the authentication. Hence, the PAKA 
protocol can resist the internal attacks.   
5)Password guessing attack : In our PAKA protocol, the password iPW  is involved in 

iii RPWXA ⊕= , ijiiij DRPWIDhE ⊕= )||( , )||||( iiii RPWIDhf σ= , which are stored in 
the smart card. Assume that A  has obtained the secret information },,{ iiji fEA  in the smart 
card using side-channel attacks [25-27]. However, guessing password iPW  without knowing 
the biometric key iσ and identity iID  is a small probability event for A . Since biometric keys 
cannot be lost/forgotten, it is hard to forge and also copy [28]. Hence, A  has no ability to 
derive the iPW  from },,{ iiji fEA . Thus, our PAKA protocol is secure against password 
guessing attack. 

6) Stolen smart card attack: Assume that the iU ’s smart card was stolen by A , A obtained the 
secret information )}(,,,,,,{ ⋅>< hfeEIDA iiiijjSi τ , where iii RPWXA ⊕=  , )||( iii IDhe σ=  

iR⊕  ,   ijiiij DRPWIDhE ⊕= )||( , )||||( iiii RPWIDhf σ= . However, iiji IDRPWXX ,,,  
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and ijD  are unknown to A  and protected by onewayness hash function, A  has no way to 
guess the iiji IDRPWXX ,,,  and ijD  at the same time. Therefore, A  cannot update the 
password of iU . Besides, since  iiji IDRPWXX ,,,  and ijD  are unknown to A , A  cannot 
forge the valid login request msg1 by using the stolen smart card. Hence, our PAKA protocol 
is free from the stolen smart card attack. 

7) Replay attack: Suppose A  intercepts the massage msg1, where )||||( ijSiij XIDIDhC = , 

cijS RDIDhM
j

⊕= )||(1 , )||||(2 cijij RDChM = , and replies this message to jMS . However, 

jMS stores the pair ),( cij RC  in its database. Later, when jMS  receives the next login 
request message msg1, jMS  computes )||( jijij XChD = , )||( ijjSc DIDhMR ⊕= 1 , and 

compares cR  corresponding to ijC . If it matches, jMS ensures that this request message is a 
replay message and rejects this request. Or else, jMS  replaces cR with new

cR . So does 
the jkPS . Hence, our PAKA protocol can resist the replay attack. 

8) Man-in-the-middle attack: In this attack, A   may try to impersonate a valid patient iU , or 
a medical server jMS , or a physician server jkPS  by intercepting the message. However, in 
the PAKA protocol the secret value ijD  is only shared between iU  and jMS , it will never be 
discovered by anybody else except iU  and jMS . jkPS only knows the )||||( jkijij IDDCh . 
Hence, our PAKA protocol is secure against man-in-the-middle attack. 

7.2. Security proof 
     In this section, we will prove the PAKA protocol can provide secure authentication and key 
agreement by using the widely-accepted BAN logic [10], [11], [29]. 
     The notations and rules about BAN logic are illustrated as follows:  

 :)(# X X  is fresh.  :| XP ⇒  P  has jurisdiction over X . 

:XP  P  sees X . :| XP ≡  P  believes X  is true. 

:|~ XP  P  once said X .  :YX ><  X  is combined with Y .  

:),( YX  X  or Y  is one part of ),( YX . :QXP X  is secretly known to P  and Q and trusted by them. 

:QP k→←     P and Q may use the shared key k to communicate. The key k will never be discovered by  

                    anyentity except P and Q. 

•    Rule1 : The message-meaning rule: 
XQP

XPQYPP Y

|~|
,|

≡

><≡ 

; 

•    Rule2 : The nonce-verification rule: 
XQP

XQPXP
≡≡
≡≡

||
|~|),(#|

; 
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•    Rule3 : The jurisdiction rule: 
XP

XQPXQP
≡

≡≡⇒≡
|

||,||
; 

•    Rule4 : The freshness rule:
),(#|

)(#|
YXP

XP
≡
≡

. 

According to the analytic procedures of the BAN logic, the PAKA protocol should achieve the 
following goals: 

•     Goal1: )(|| jk
SK

ijki PSUPSU →←≡≡ ; 

•     Goal2: )(| ij
SK

ii PSUU →←≡ ; 

•     Goal3: )(|| jk
SK

iijk PSUUPS →←≡≡ ; 

•     Goal4: )(| jk
SK

ijk PSUPS →←≡ . 

First, we idealize the communication messages of the PAKA protocol as follows: (In order to 
simplify, let )||||( jkijij IDDChA = . 

•      msg1: jMSijDiUcjkjSijji RIDIDCMSU ><→ ,,,: ; 

•      msg2: jkPSijXjMSjkjiscjkjSjkj PSMSAURRIDIDPSMS ><→ ),(,,,,: ; 

•      msg3: ),(,,,: jkPSjMSAiUjk
SK

ikcjkijk PSURRIDUPS >→←<→ . 
. 
Second, the following assumptions about the initial state are made to analyze the PAKA 
protocol: 
•   H1:   )(#| ci RU ≡ ;          •   H2: )(#| sj RMS ≡ ;              •   H3: )(#| kjk RPS ≡ ; 
•   H4:  ),(| jkjii PSMSAUU ≡ ;                         •   H5:  )(|| jk

SK
ijki PSUPSU →←⇒≡ ; 

•   H6: j
ijD

ij MSUMS ≡| ;                                  •   H7:   jijjkjk MSXPSPS ≡|  

•   H8:  )),((|| jkjijjk PSMSAUMSPS ⇒≡ ;   •   H9:    )(|| jk
SK

iijk PSUUPS →←⇒≡ . 
Third, the main proofs of the idealized form of PAKA protocol based on the BAN logic rules 
and assumptions is analyzed as follows: 
From msg3, we get:  
S1:    ),(,,, jkPSjMSAiUjk

SK
ikcjki PSURRIDU >→←< ; 

From H4, S1 and Rule1, we get: 

S2:    
>→←<≡

>→←<≡

jk
SK

ikcjkjki

jkPSjMSAiUjk
SK

ikcjkijkjii

PSURRIDPSU
PSURRIDUPSMSAUU

,,,|~|
,,,),,(| ),(

; 

From H1, S2, Rule2 and Rule4 we have: 

S3:    
>→←<≡

≡

jk
SK

ikcjki

ci

PSURRIDU
RU

,,,#|
)(#|

;   
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>→←≡<≡
>→←<≡>→←<≡

jk
SK

ikcjkjki

jk
SK

ikcjkjkijk
SK

ikcjki

PSURRIDPSU
PSURRIDPSUPSURRIDU

,,,||
,,,|~|,,,,#|

; 

        )(|| jk
SK

ijki PSUPSU →←≡≡ (Goal1); 
From H5, S3, and Rule3 we obtain: 

S4:     
)(|

)(||),(||

jk
SK

ii

jk
SK

ijkijk
SK

ijki

PSUU
PSUPSUPSUPSU

→←≡
→←≡≡→←⇒≡

;(Goal2) 

From msg1, we get: 
S5:  jMSijDiUcjkjSijj RIDIDCMS >< ,,, ; 

From H6, S5 and Rule1, we also get: 

S6:   
><≡

><≡

cjkjSijij

jMSijDiUcjkjSijjj
ijD

ij

RIDIDCUMS

RIDIDCMSMSUMS

,,,|~|

,,,,| 

; 

Here, we know that )(#| cj RMS ≡ , and jMS  shares cR  with jkPS . Then, jkPS  
)(#| cjk RPS ≡ . 

From msg2, we get: 
S7: jkPSijXjMSjkjiscjkjSjk PSMSAURRIDIDPS >< ),(,,,, ; 

From H7, S7 and Rule1, we also get: 

S8:
><≡

><≡

),(,,,,|~|

),(,,,,,|

jkjiscjkjSjjk

jkPSijXjMSjkjiscjkjSjkjijjkjk

PSMSAURRIDIDMSPS

PSMSAURRIDIDPSMSXPSPS 

; 

From S6, S8, Rule2 and Rule4 we also have: 

S9:  
><≡

≡
),(,,,,#|

)(#|

jkjiscjkjSjk

cjk

PSMSAURRIDIDPS
RPS

 

       
>≡<≡

><≡><≡

),(,,,,||
),(,,,,|~|,),(,,,,#|

jkjiscjkjSjjk

jkjiscjkjSjjkjkjiscjkjSjk

PSMSAURRIDIDMSPS
PSMSAURRIDIDMSPSPSMSAURRIDIDPS

; 

       )),((|| jkjijjk PSMSAUMSPS ≡≡  
From H8, S9 and Rule3 we also get: 

S10:  
)),((|

)),((||)),,((||

jkjijk

jkjijjkjkjijjk

PSMSAUPS
PSMSAUMSPSPSMSAUMSPS

≡

≡≡⇒≡
; 

From H3, S6, and S10 we can obtain: 
S11:     )(|| jk

SK
iijk PSUUPS →←≡≡ ;(Goal3) 

From H9, S11, and Rule3 we also obtain: 

S12:     
)(|

)(||),(||

jk
SK

ijk

jk
SK

iijkjk
SK

iijk

PSUPS
PSUUPSPSUUPS

→←≡
→←≡≡→←⇒≡

.(Goal4) 

According to Goal1, Goal2, Goal3 and Goal4, we can conclude that our PAKA protocol is 
truly able to achieve the scheduled security goals. 
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7. Performance Evaluation 
Table 2.  Performance comparison among relevant authentication protocols 

 Amin[15] DAKA[16] PAKA 
patient computation cost 6H 6H 10H 
medical server computation cost 6H 6H 7H 
physician server computation cost 6H 6H 7H 
communication cost/bit 2400 2880 2400 
storage overhead/bit 480*m+160 480*m+160 320*m+640 

 
In this section, the performance and security features of the PAKA protocol with other related 
protocols are given. The results are depicted in Table 2 and Table 3. Let h denote hash 
function operation and th be the time complexity for hash function operation. Since the time of 
concatenation operation and XOR operation are negligible as compared to the other 
time-consuming operations, we do not take them into account. The time of a fuzzy extractor 
operation is the same among these protocols, we also do not take them into account. Based on 
the results in [30], ≈ht 0.0023 ms . Amin’s protocol and the DAKA protocol need 0.0414ms 
and 0.0414ms, respectively. Our PAKA needs 0.0552ms, which slightly increase.  
 

Table 3.  Security features comparison among relevant authentication protocols 

 Amin[15] DAKA[16] PAKA 
User anonymity No No Yes 
Forward secrecy No No Yes 
Session key agreement Yes Yes Yes 
Resistance to off-line  password guessing attack No Yes Yes 
Resistance to key compromise impersonation attack No No Yes 
Resistance to man-in-middle attack No No Yes 
Provable security No Yes Yes 

 
But it is much smaller than other AKA protocols which are based on public key encryption 
algorithms. Without loss of generality, assume that random values, times-stamps, the outputs 
of hash function and encryption is 160 bits [10]. Fig. 5 roughly shows the storage overhead of 
Amin, DAKA, and PAKA protocols. m  is the number of Medical servers. 

160+480≤640+320 mm holds when 3≥m . Obviously, the number of servers in a 
multi-server medical system is easy to more than 3. With the increase of m, PAKA need fewer 
storage space than protocols [15], [16]. For the 8-bit microcontroller platform, the cost of 
receiving one byte is 28.6 uJ, which is roughly half of that reqired to transmit a byte (59.2uJ) 
[31-32], and one hash operation of SHA-1 is 5.9 uJ/byte. In patients’ side, Amin et al’s 
protocol needs 7.104 mJ, 1.716 mJ and 0.708 mJ for transmit, receive and hash operation 
respectively, and the DAKA protocol needs 7.104 mJ, 2.860 mJ and 0.708 mJ, respectively. 
The energy the PAKA needs is 5.920 mJ, 1.716 mJ and 1.180 mJ, respectively. A mobile user 
consumes 6.942 mJ to complete a login and AKA process. Even with 1% of energy available 
from a miniature 100 mAh battery, the device still can perform about 1900 PAKA handshakes. 
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Fig. 5. Performance comparisons of related lightweight AKA protocol 

 

8. Conclusion and Ongoing Work 
    System security and patients privacy-preserved are a challenging issue in distributed 
medical authentication systems. A lightweight pseudonym authentication and key agreement 
protocol (PAKA) for multi-medical server architecture in TMIS presented in this paper is 
trying to find a balance between the system security and patients privacy-preserved. The 
PAKA protocol investigates a systematic approach of multi-factor authentication: password, 
smart card, biological key. Only the register center MRS know patient’s identity, it not only 
realizes anonymity to protect patient’s privacy, but also addresses other prominent issues (e.g. 
error-tolerance). Meanwhile the PAKA protocol is proven secure by the BAN logic. 
Compared with the recently relevant schemes, the PAKA protocol has better performance 
(lightweight and energy-saving) and better security features. Thus, PAKA protocol is more 
secure and efficient for computation-limited mobile device. The future work is to fully identify 
the practical threats on multi-factor AKA protocols and develop concrete RFID based 
multi-factor AKA protocols in multi-medical server environment with better performance and 
wireless body area networks (WBAN). 
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